PLUM LANDING

Explore Outdoors
Fact Sheet
The PLUM LANDING Explore Outdoors Toolkit is a collection of resources
designed to get kids ages 6 to 9 and their family and friends, outdoors and
physically active while exploring nature in their cities and towns.
Spending time outdoors together can boost kids’ and families’ physical fitness,
relieve stress, and strengthen their connection to nature. Now, PLUM LANDING,
the award-winning PBS KIDS environmental-science media project, has a new
collection of resources—including hands-on activities, animated videos, an app,
and videos for parents and caregivers, and educators—designed to help kids and
families in cities and towns maximize the benefits of outdoor science exploration.
All materials are anchored by the PLUM LANDING characters: Plum, a lovable alien
from the planet Blorb, and her five earthling friends. Plum and her crew help the
kids and families explore local ecosystems to learn about animals, plants, weather,
and water in settings populated by people and the built environment.
Researched and developed by WGBH and EDC’s Center for Children and
Technology, in partnership with outdoor health and education programs across the
country, the Toolkit resources promote science teaching and learning through fun
and physically active outdoor experiences for kids ages 6 to 9 and their families.
The PLUM LANDING Explore Outdoors Toolkit provides three unique sets of
resources for programs that serve kids and families. All materials get kids and
families physically active and having fun while exploring environmental science right
in their communities. The resources are designed for:
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• Afterschool programs: Resources for these programs include sequences
of activities suitable for individual afterschool sessions, afterschool clubs, or
camps. The activities consist of hands-on environmental-science activities
paired with animated PLUM LANDING videos.
• Educator-led family programs: Resources for these programs include
activities suitable for individual weekend sessions that can accommodate
families’ availability. The activities consist of hands-on environmental-science
activities paired with animated PLUM LANDING videos.
• Self-guided family programs: Resources for these programs include
activities that families can use to explore nature on their own.
The Toolkit also includes:
• Outdoor Family Fun with Plum, a new app that helps families build the habit of
active outdoor nature exploration
• Outdoor Adventures, an online feature in which families complete outdoor
missions to receive digital badges
• Parent videos, hosted by Rue Mapp of Outdoor Afro and José González of
Latino Outdoors, that offer parents and caregivers tips and inspiration for
getting the most out of their time outside with their kids
• Educator videos that provide guidance in leading outdoor activities in urban
settings

About PLUM LANDING
Marvelous missions, fantastic adventures—both online and
outdoors—PLUM LANDING is a unique experience in the digital
world, helping kids engage in and develop a love for science, nature,
and active outdoor exploration!
Launched on Earth Day 2014, when a friendly alien named Plum
landed at pbskids.org, PLUM LANDING, an environmental-science
digital project, uses animated webisodes, online games and apps,
hands-on science activities, and liveaction videos to help connect kids
ages 6 to 9 and their families to nature, teach them
about ecosystems, and get them pumped up about
their role as caretakers of the planet.
Plum, an adorable purple alien from desolate
Planet Blorb, longs to experience nature. So she
commandeers a spaceship, zooms down to Earth,
and befriends five eager kids—Clem, Oliver, Gabi,
Brad, and Cooper. Plum launches them on missions
to learn more about planet Earth, along the way discovering many fascinating,
puzzling, and profound things about the wonderful planet we call home.
The PLUM LANDING website offers kids and their families multiple entry points
designed to get them engaged back-and-forth between the PLUM LANDING universe
and their own backyards:

Seed
Travels
pbskids.org/plumlanding/educators

What Is This Activity?
How and why do some plants spread lots of seeds?
Kids search for and observe a variety of local plants
and seeds on a guided walk.

Curriculum Topics
plants, biodiversity, adaptation

Activity Type
outdoor, including sunny or cold days

Group Size
whole group

Learning Goals

Activity Time

Big Science Idea:

30–60 minutes

• Plants can’t move on their own. They depend on wind, water, animals,
and explosive forces to carry their seeds to new places where they can
sprout and grow.

Materials

Skills kids will use to investigate the ideas:

• “Plant Fact Cards” handout (see “How Do
You Get Ready?”)

Rain Detective

• Investigate seeds and other things in the soil

• Observe, document, and compare local plants to explain where, how,
and why they spread their seeds to new locations

What Is This Activity?

• Discuss solutions to a seed dispersal challenge

• Inexpensive or old fuzzy or cotton socks
(one per kid, for the warm-up)

• “Plant Spotting Scavenger Hunt” handout
• Notebooks or paper (for each kid)
• Pencils or pens
• Optional: Magnifying glass or hand lens
• Optional: Clear contact paper or shipping

How Do You Get Ready?

Is rain on the way? Can families
tell before the
tape
• Optional: “Explore Plants Around You”
storm clouds roll in? They will
look up to the sky for
handout
Look through all of the “Plant Fact” cards for ones that suit your region;
• Optional:
Video or phone camera
clues
theorweather
to change.
print and cut out all that apply. Laminate
them,that
if desired,
use clear is about

pbskids.org/plumlanding/parents

• Read the activity and gather the materials.
•

contact paper or shipping tape.

Curriculum Topics

• Optional: “Explorer’s Notebook” template

weather, water cycle

• Make one copy of “Plant Spotting Scavenger Hunt” handout for each kid.

Activity Type

Next Generation Science Standards
• Scout out a green space such as your program’s
yard, a
park, or a
Learning
Goals
Disciplinary Core Ideas
playground. Troubleshoot any safety concerns (traffic, poison ivy, sharp
Big Science Idea:
LS1.A: Structure and Function
objects, etc.).
LS2.A: Interdependent
in Ecosystems
• Before a rainstorm, the amount of moisture
in the airRelationships
and air pressure
• Plan to skip the warm-up activity if the ground is frozen or snowy.
LS4.D:
Biodiversity
change. Those changes affect animals,
plants,
andand
theHumans
sky.
• If you don’t plan to show the “Plant Your Socks!” video that is paired
Science and Engineering Practices
Skills kids will use to investigate it:
with this activity on the website, watch it ahead of time and jot down
Asking Questions and Defining Problems
• Observe small details
Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
concepts to share with kids during the activity.

outdoors (clear or mostly clear sky, all
temperatures)

Group Size
whole group, small groups

Activity Time
30–60 minutes

Materials

Obtaining,
Evaluating,
and Communicating
• Gather, track, and compare observations
and
data over
time (outdoor
Information
odors, temperature, wind speed and
direction, sky conditions, air
Analyzing and Interpreting Data
pressure, bird behavior)
Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions

• 3 sheets of different colored construction
paper (for warm-up)
• Scissors

• Interpret data and draw conclusionsCrosscutting Concepts

How Do You Get Ready?

• Black marker

Patterns
Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction
Structure and Function

• Sherlock Race Answer Key (one per adult, see
“How Do You Get Ready?”)

• Read the activity and gather the materials.

• “Rain Detective” and “Rain Detective
Checklist” handouts (one per family)

• Scout out an open outdoor place with a clear view of the sky, the higher
the better.

• Pencil or pen (one per family)
• Optional: 2 or more large jump ropes

• Troubleshoot safety concerns (traffic, poison ivy, sharp objects, etc.).

• Optional: “Explore Weather Around You”
handout

• Prepare Sherlock’s race course (the warm-up game): Cut the
construction paper into quarters, for a total of 12 pieces. On each
piece draw a different shape: star, circle, or triangle. Shuffle the pieces
into random order and place them on the ground to form a long,
spread-out trail. Make a list of the 12 color-shapes in the order placed
on the ground for an answer key. Copy or print one key per adult.
Identify a start line a little distance from the course.

Next Generation Science Standards
Disciplinary Core Ideas
ESS2.D: Weather and Climate

Science and Engineering Practices
Asking Questions and Defining Problems
Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating
Information
Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Waggle Dance

• Print out one copy per family of the “Rain Detective” and “Rain Detective
Checklist” handouts.
• If you don’t plan to show the “Where Does All the Snow Go?” video that
is paired with this activity on the website, watch it ahead of time and jot
down concepts to share with families during the activity.

Crosscutting Concepts

What Is this Activity?

Patterns
Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction

How do busy bees “tell” each other where to find
pollen? In this game, you and your child play bees who
find “pollen” by doing a dance.

Exploring your world,
one mission at a time

Big Science Idea: Bees and flowers depend on each
other to survive and thrive.

Topic

pbskids.org/plumlanding

communication,
ecosystems

Activity Type

GO OUTSIDE

outdoors (all weather—
rain, clouds, sun, or snow)

What You’ll Need:

Activity Time

Ribbon or similar colorful marker, scissors to cut the ribbon, “Doin’ the Waggle
Dance” handout, video or phone camera (optional)
1. Take your child to an enclosed outdoor area that has trees, bushes, and
other places to hide objects—your backyard or a park, for example.

15–30 minutes

pollen

2. (Optional, if flowers not in season.) On the way there, check out any flowers
(without trespassing, of course). What colors are the petals? Which blooms
are scented? Is there pollen (a white, yellow, or brown powder)? Any bees?
3. Explain that pollen is food for bees. (It’s a high-protein meal, like a burger;
the flower’s nectar is a sugary snack, like soda.) Bees find pollen by zeroing
in on the color or scent of a flower. They collect what they can and then tell
the bees back at the hive where to find it.
4. Wonder aloud: Bees can’t talk; so how do they “tell” the other bees where the
pollen is?
5. Demonstrate and practice the Waggle Dance (see diagram on handout), a
simple way to understand how bees communicate. Look around for a source
of human food (or, if there isn’t a restaurant in sight, choose any object) and
follow the steps on the diagram together to communicate its direction and
distance.
6. Play the Waggle Dance Game: Standing in the center of the play area, close
your eyes and count to 10 while your child secretly hides a “flower” (the
colored ribbon). Your child then returns to you and does the Waggle Dance.
How fast can you find the flower?
7. Repeat the game, switching roles if you like, until you’re champion Waggle
Dancers!
8. Discuss: Where can bees in our city find flowers? Why do flowers make food for
bees? What’s in it for them? Explain that some of the pollen sticks to the bee’s
body and so gets carried to another flower. That flower uses pollen to make

handout

Exploring your world,
one mission at a time

Doin’ the
Waggle Dance

pbskids.org/plumlanding

direction and distance
of flower

1. The number of “waggles” tells the other
bees how far the flowers are. Decide
how far away the “flower” (ribbon) is:
Nearby: Do 1 waggle dance
Medium: Do 2 waggle dances
Far: Do 3 waggle dances
2. Face the direction of the flower.
3. Waggle your bottom while walking
a few steps.
4. Circle to the right, back to start.
5. Waggle-walk again.
6. Circle to the left, back to start.
That’s one waggle dance!
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• Watch animated webisodes in which characters model scientific
investigations by bushwhacking, floating, trekking, and
“bubbling” their
way across Earth’s ecosystems.
• Play online games to explore the science of
Earth’s ecosystems.
• Investigate nature close to home, aided by live-action videos
and hands-on activities designed to get kids and their families
thinking like scientists.
• Document investigations via digital tools like free mobile
apps that send kids on outdoor photo missions and an
online drawing tool that kids can use to draw what they
observe outdoors—all of which can be sent to Plum as
“findings” and posted to the website.
All PLUM LANDING resources are correlated to the NGSS
standards, are evidence-based and advisor-reviewed, and have been
fully tested with educators and families across the country.
PLUM LANDING is produced by WGBH. Major funding for PLUM LANDING
is provided by the National Science Foundation, the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, and the Kendeda Fund. Additional funding is provided by the
Northern Research Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.

About WGBH
WGBH Boston is America’s preeminent public broadcaster and the largest producer
of PBS content for TV and Web. Television channels include WGBH 2, WGBX 44, and
the digital channels World and Create. WGBH Radio serves listeners across New
England with 89.7 WGBH Boston Public Radio; 99.5 WCRB; and WCAI, the Cape and
Islands NPR® Station. Find more information at wgbh.org.

About PBS KIDS
PBS KIDS, the number one educational media brand for kids, offers all children the
opportunity to explore new ideas and new worlds through television, online, mobile,
and community-based programs. Kidscreen and Webby-award winning pbskids.
org provide engaging interactive content, including the PBS KIDS video player, now
offering free streaming video accessible on computer- and mobile-device-based
browsers. For more information on specific PBS KIDS content supporting literacy,
science, math, and more, visit pbs.org/pressroom, or follow PBS KIDS on Twitter
and Facebook.
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